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TT No.7: Stephen Harris - Berlin Travels - Sparta Lichtenberg (PSF); 

Lichterfelde FC Berlin and Germania Schoneicher (both Oberliga Nord-Ost-Nord) 

and SV Dessau 05 (Oberliga Nord-Ost-Sud). 

The first weekend of August now means to me my annual trip to the Berlin 

Bierfestival, with plenty of football thrown in. This year there was no Bundesliga 

action, so we made it an entirely non-league weekend. 

Wed 2nd August 2006 - Sparta Lichtenberg vs. Lichtenberg 47; Friendly; Entry: 

Euro 5; No Programme; Res: 1-4; Att: c.107. 

My first game was a friendly; a local derby in the eastern Berlin suburb of 

Lichtenberg between Sparta of the local Landesliga and the better-known 

Lichtenberg 47, currently playing in the lowly surrounds of the Berlin Verbandsliga. 

The home club’s Kynaststrasse Sportsplatz is a simple, railed-off pitch with a few 

bench seats and a homely clubhouse in a rather run-down neighbourhood. The 

visitors proved much the stronger side in an entertaining warm up match before a 

small crowd which clearly contained quite a few groundhoppers (my trained eye 

can spot them whatever their nationality). 

Fri 4th August 2006 - Lichterfelde FC Berlin vs. Turkiyemspor; Oberliga Nord-Ost-

Nord; Entry: Euro 6; Programme: Free, 8pp; Res: 2-2; Att: 228. 

The serious stuff started on Friday evening, when we took in Lichterfelder’s first 

game following promotion, against neighbouring Oberliga stalwarts Turkiyemspor. 

Lichterfelder are styling themselves this season as LFC Berlin and have spent Euro 

160,000 improving their ground. This has left the Stadion Lichterfelde as a smart 

venue with three pitches (two are Astro-turf), an excellent clubhouse and a 

refurbished stand – an investment which paid off with Brasil and Ecuador both 

using the club as a training venue during the recent World Championships. Support 

in the crowd of around 430 (officially 228) was quite evenly split between the two 

clubs, but the visitors were much the better side in the first half, cruising to a 

comfortable two-nil lead. Surprisingly, the home side battled back in the second 

half, eventually equalising with the last kick of the game. A basic free programme 

was handed out on entry, but this was overshadowed by the first-class free club 

magazine which was also available. Not the greatest game in the world, but a nice 

ground to visit. 

Sat 5th August 2006 - Germania Schoneicher vs. Motor Eberswalde; Oberliga Nord-

Ost-Nord; Entry: Euro 5; Programme: Euro 1, 12pp; Res: 0-0; Att: 352. 

The Saturday was a dull and wet day on which we decided to see another of the 

newly promoted sides, Germania Schoneicher. This is a village club situated just 

beyond Berlin to the south east, close to the pleasant suburb of Kopernick and 

accessed along the rural 88 tramroute – a fact which appeared to excite some of 

my colleagues. The club were at pains to point out that they have the smallest 



stadium, the smallest budget and are located in the smallest town of any team in 

the Oberliga Nord-Ost-Nord; which sounds to me a bit like getting your excuses in 

early. Indeed, the ground was very small, the main pitch railed along the two 

sides, with two lines of uncovered benches on the far side and a collection of beer 

and sausage kiosks dotted around. The crowd of around 420 (officially 352) 

included around 35 from Eberswalde who did their best to lift the village fete 

atmosphere with a few incoherent drinking songs and some flag waving. But this 

was a dull game to suit the dull day and my thoughts wandered to Vale Park where 

my favourites – Leyton Orient – were playing their first game back in the Third 

Division in ten years, unfortunately with all-too-predictable results. An acceptable 

little programme was sold here for 1 euro. 

Sun 6th August 2006 - SV Dessau 05 vs. Hallescher FC; Oberliga Nord-Ost-Sud; 

Entry: Euro 5; Programme: Euro 1, 16pp; Res: 1-2; Att: 1,360. 

For a change of scenery on Sunday we headed south on the appallingly slow RE7 

train to Dessau where a dramatic rain storm was in progress, putting something of 

a dampener on the Beer Garden Festival which was supposed to be in progress 

there. An astonishing number of police were in evidence everywhere for Dessau’s 

first home game after promotion against their local rivals from Halle, and the 

match had been switched to the town’s biggest stadium, the Paul-Greifzu-Stadion, 

to accommodate the masses. This is a pretty decent venue with a capacity of 

perhaps 10,000, albeit spread around a wide, athletics track and largely uncovered 

– tickets for the covered seating area appearing to be unavailable on the day. The 

bad weather kept the crowd down to around 2,000 (officially 1,360), at least half 

of whom were visitors from Halle. To their supporters, Hallescher FC are still 

clearly known by their old DDR name of Chemie Halle – a common trait I have 

found with such clubs who modernised their names in the enthusiasm of 

reunification – and these fans kept up an impressive level of vocal and visual 

support throughout the game. Dessau were quite up for the fixture and kept 

plugging away to the end, even after losing a player to a red card, but were simply 

nowhere near as good as the visitors, who won comfortably. A smart little 

programme sold for 1 euro and there were some good quality chips for sale at the 

kiosk. 

This was a nice little football break with some pleasant, mostly small, grounds 

visited. But we all found the football a little too laid-back for our liking and look 

forward to the cut and thrust of the English game. 
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